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Random Utility Theory

Decompositional view of conjoint



Decompositional View

CO-emission = 116 g/km

Trunk size = 185 L

Consumption = 5.1 L/100km
Price = 24,895 EUR

Brand = Fiat



Decompositional View

CO-emission = 109 g/km

Trunk size = 610 L

Consumption = 5.0 L/100km
Price = 24,420 EUR

Brand = Skoda



Decompositional View

Attribute’s level

Product’s attribute

Product
Product/Service

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e
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Decompositional View

Attribute’s level

Product’s attribute

Product Fiat 500

Brand

Fiat Skoda

Trunk size

< 300 L 300-500 L > 500 L
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… and many more attributes…

Conjoint Analysis Fall 2018



Decompositional View

Attribute’s level

Product’s attribute

Product Skoda Octavia 
Combi

Brand

Fiat Skoda

Trunk size

< 300 L 300-500 L > 500 L
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… and many more attributes…

Conjoint Analysis Fall 2018



Decompositional View

Attribute’s level

Product’s attribute

Product
Product/Service

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e
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Utility

Utility Utility

Utility Utility



Utilities

+ Utility (brand = Fiat)

+ Utility (trunk size = <300L)

+ …

Total Utility Fiat 500

+ Utility (brand = Skoda)

+ Utility (trunk size = >500L)

+ …

Total Utility Skoda Octavia Combi
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The utility of a stimulus = the sum of the utilities of the various attributes’ levels



From Utilities to Choice

Utility (brand = Fiat)

Utility (trunk size = 300-500L)

…

Total Utility Fiat 500  

Utility (brand = Skoda)

Utility (trunk size = >500L)

…

Total Utility Skoda Octavia Combi
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In general, customers pick the stimulus with the highest utility

?



Random Utility Theory

 Thurstone (1927)

 A consumer generally chooses the alternative that she likes the 

most, subject to constraints such as income and time.

 Sometimes, they don’t because of random factors

 Example:
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Choose Fiat if  (Utility Fiat 500 > Utility Skoda Octavia) 

That is, everything else equal, if

U(brand = Fiat) + U(trunk size = <300L) > U(brand = Skoda) + U(trunk size = >500L)



Random Utility Theory

 Sometimes, a customer does not choose the stimulus 

with the highest utility

 some randomness involved

 Unobservable, true utility

= Observable & systematic utility  + random component
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Tiredness, uncertainty, distraction, context, …



Noise: Example of Context Effect
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Random Utility Theory
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𝑃 𝑖 𝐶 = 𝑃 𝑈𝑖 > 𝑈𝑗  , for all 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶  

Ui = Utility of stimulus i

Uj = Utility of stimulus j

 Let C be a choice set composed of n stimuli (e.g. products)

 The probability of choosing stimulus i among the choice set C

is equal to



Random Utility Theory

 Let C be a choice set composed of n stimuli (e.g. products)

 The probability of choosing stimulus i among the choice set C

is equal to

 The utility of stimulus i is the sum of the utilities of all 

attributes xi and some random noise εi

with β1 … βk the vector of preferences for each attribute 

called part-worths and xi1 … xik the k attributes of stimulus i
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𝑃 𝑖 𝐶 = 𝑃 𝑈𝑖 > 𝑈𝑗  , for all 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶  

𝑈𝑖 = 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯+ 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖  



Random Utility Theory

 In matrix notation, we can re-write 
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𝑈𝑖 = 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯+ 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖  

price
Trunk size

Brand



Random Utility Theory

 In matrix notation, we can re-write 

as follows
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𝑈𝑖 = 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯+ 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖  

 
𝑈1

⋮
𝑈𝑛

 =  

𝑥11 … 𝑥1𝑘

⋱
𝑥𝑛1 … 𝑥𝑛𝑘

  
𝛽1

⋮
𝛽𝑘

 +  

𝜀1

⋮
𝜀𝑛

  

n stimuli k attributes



Random Utility Theory

 In matrix notation, we can re-write 

as follows
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𝑈𝑖 = 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯+ 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖  

 
𝑈1

⋮
𝑈𝑛

 =  

𝑥11 … 𝑥1𝑘

⋱
𝑥𝑛1 … 𝑥𝑛𝑘

  
𝛽1

⋮
𝛽𝑘

 +  

𝜀1

⋮
𝜀𝑛

  

 

𝑈 = 𝑋𝛽 + 𝜀 



Back to the Example
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CO-emission = 116 g/km

Trunk size = 185 L

Consumption = 5.1 L/100km
Price = 24,895 EUR

Brand = Fiat

β1x1 = -.5  β2x2 = -.2  

β3x3 = 1.7  

β4x4 = 1.1  
β5x5 = -0.1  

Ufiat = 2.0  



The Father of Conjoint Analysis: Paul Green

MARKETING professor Paul Green is often called “the father of conjoint analysis,” the 

powerful predictive statistical technique and backbone of market research. Conjoint 

analysis allows marketing managers to make accurate decisions about what products and 

services to sell — and helped make Green marketing’s most cited author.

Green, who retired in 2005, earned his bachelor’s degree in mathematics from Penn, then 

spent 12 years working in industry, including stints at Sun Oil, Lukens Steel, and DuPont, 

while also completing his PhD at Penn.

In 1962, Green left DuPont to work full-time in Wharton’s Marketing Department. Two 

years later, Green came up with the idea and the name for conjoint analysis while reading 

a research article from a mathematical psychology journal that provided a new system to 

measure rank order data.

“We could give people bundles of things that they might want and measure how they 

react.” 

The idea that his models could be useful beyond finding out what characteristics already 

appealed to people was a revelation. Green began to wonder if he could predict what 

people would do in the future based on how they answered questions about likes and 

dislikes.

In 1996, Green won the Lifetime Achievement Award from the American Marketing 

Association.
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Seven Steps of Conjoint Analysis

From design to optimization



Interesting Video on Conjoint Analysis

by Sawtooth Software (sawtoothsoftware.com)
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Steps in Conjoint Analysis
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1Determine 
the type of 
study

•e.g. rating or 
choice-based

2 Identify the 
relevant 
attributes

•Which and how 
many?

•Example

3 Specify the 
attributes’ 
levels

•Which and how 
many? 

•Example

4Design 
questionnaire

• Which products 
to include?

5 Collect data 
from 
respondents

•Which channel, 
format and 
layout?

6 Estimate part-
worths

•Evaluate the 
attributes’  
levels

7 Design 
market 
simulators

•What if 
scenarios in 
hypothetical 
markets

! In Grey: different for RBC and CBC

Conjoint Design Conjoint Analysis



Step 1: Ratings vs. Choices
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1Determine 
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study

•e.g. rating or 
choice-based
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relevant 
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•Which and how 
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attributes’ 
levels

•Which and how 
many? 

•Example

4Design 
questionnaire

• Which products 
to include?

5 Collect data 
from 
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layout?
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7 Design 
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Some History

 Ranking-based conjoint (seventies, early 80s)

 Dependent variable: ordinal responses

 Method of estimation: monotonic regression

 Rating-based conjoint (eighties, early 90s)

 Dependent variable: ratings responses

 Method of estimation: linear regression (OLS)

 Choice-based conjoint (nineties, new millennium)

 Dependent variable: qualitative responses (choices)

 Method of estimation: maximum likelihood (conditional logit)
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Choice-Based Conjoint

Rating-based Conjoint Choice-based Conjoint

 Please rate (scale from 0 to 10):

 Rating: 8

 Rating: 3

 Rating: 5

 Rating: 7

 Rating: 8

 …

 Please choose (check box)

 none

 none

 none

 …
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x

x

x



Examples: Respondents are asked to choose 

between stimuli in choice sets
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Step 2: Choosing Attributes
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Desirable Properties of Attributes

 Attributes in conjoint analysis should

 be relevant for the management (discuss with them!)

 have varying levels in real-life (4 wheels for a car)

 be expected to influence preferences (theory, qualitative research)

 be clearly defined and communicable (respondent should understand correctly, 

e.g., verbal descriptions, pictures, intro movie)

 preferably not exhibit strong correlations (but price, brand name)
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Number of Attributes

 Green & Srinivasan (1990): 

 full-profile conjoint if # attributes ≤ 6

 Techniques for large numbers of attributes do not outperform conjoint:

 Direct survey (see problems discussed earlier)

 Partial-profile conjoint (only subsets of attributes)

 Hybrid conjoint (direct survey, small full-profile conjoint)

 Adaptive conjoint (direct survey, dynamic paired comparisons)
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Case Study



Courtyard by Marriott
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Courtyard by Marriott
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Courtyard by Marriott
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Case Study: Which Attributes to Include?
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Step 3: Choosing Levels
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Desirable Properties of the Levels

 Levels of attributes should be

 interesting for the management (discuss with them!)

 unambiguous (“low” versus  “high” is too imprecise)

 separated enough (otherwise too little weight)

 realistic (but allowed to be little bit outside current range)

 such that no attribute can a priori be expected to be clear winner
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Number of Levels

 Two levels is minimum

 In case of linearity, two levels is both sufficient and efficient

 In case of nonlinearity (e.g. quadratic), more than two levels are needed

 More levels than necessary is inefficient: 

 More parameters need to be estimated, and complexity for respondent increases

 Equal number of levels: 

 Attributes with more levels are found to be more important (Wittink, Krishnamurthi

and Reibstein, 1990)

 Question Case Study: which levels should we consider?
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Case Study: Which Levels?
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Case Study: Was It a Success?

 Courtyard by Marriott
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Case Study: Was It a Success?
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Step 4: Questionnaire Design
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1Determine 
the type of 
study

•e.g. rating or 
choice-based

2 Identify the 
relevant 
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Let’s focus here on choice-based conjoint only



Choice Sets
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Choice set

Product/Service 1

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e

Product/Service 2

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e
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Choice set = TASK

Stimulus 1 = 
CONCEPT

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e

Stimulus 2 = 
CONCEPT

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e

Sawtooth Terminology



Choice Sets
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Choice set 1

Product/Service 1

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e

Product/Service 2

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e

Choice set 2

Product/Service 3

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e

Product/Service 4

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1

Level a Level b

Attribute 2

Level c Level d Level e

........

Choice set n

Product/Service 3

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1 Attribute 2

Product/Service 4

(Stimulus)

Attribute 1 Attribute 2



Key Aspects for a Good Design

 How many stimuli (CONCEPTS) to include?

 Which stimuli to include?

 How to combine them in choice sets (TASKS)?

 How many choice sets?

 How many stimuli per choice sets?

For instance, there is > 34 million ways to combine 18 stimuli in 

9 choice sets!
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